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ABSTRACT

A renorm&lized quantum electromagnetodynamics (QEMD) of a dyon field

is defined. Finite and n independent answers can be obtained in each order

of the loop expansion for all processes. The electric and magnetic charges

are not constrained with the Dirac condition and therefore perturbation

theory can be made reliable. The renormalized theory is found to possess

exact dual invariance. Comparisons with the general QEMD of electric and

magnetic charges are made.
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* To be submitted for publication.

I. INTRODUCTION

In 19!*7, Dirac presented a relativistic quantum field theory of

electric charges and magnetic monopolies with dynamical variables describing

the motion of the strings. In 1966 Schwinger ' developed a non-local

Hamiltouian density for the interaction of charges and monopoles with the

electromagnetic field, free of string variables. Finally, a- few years later,

in 1970 Zwanziger presented his local Lagrangian field theory of charges

and raonqpoles Involving the pair of electric and magnetic potentials A and

E interacting with matter fields and also depending on a fixed direction

a . This last dependence, a remnant of the Dirac string, has been the

source of many difficulties. It violates explicitly Lorentz invariance,

at the Lagrangian level at least, and spoils the renormaliaability of

Zwanziger's theory in the conventional sense of the word.

Brandt, Neri and Zwanziger using the language of path integrals

presented a formal proof of the restoration of Lorentz invariance in the full

Green functions of the gauge invariant electric and magnetic currents. Based

on this work the present author initiated a programme of regularization

and subsequently subraction of the ultraviolet infinities of Zwanziger's

theory. This subtraction scheme assumes the cancellation of the string

dependence (n dependence) which is expected, according to the work of Brandt,

Neri ana Zwanziger, to occur only after a summation of an infinite number of

Feynman diagrams, provided the Dirac quantization condition between the

electric and magnetic charges of the matter fields is satisfied. Consequently,

this subtraction scheme cannot be implemented order by order in perturbation

theory, before the Brandt-Neri-Zwanaiger cancellation occurs. Besides that,

perturbation theory does not make much sense in the strong coupling charge-

monopole quantum electromagnetodynamiqs (QEMD).

There is however a special case in which this cancellation does happen

in finite orders of perturbation theory, and perturbation theory can be made

applicable by an appropriate choice of the values of the coupling constants.

This is the ease of a dyon field i|i carrying electric charge e and magnetic

charge g and interacting with the electromagnetic field described by the

pair of electric and magnetic potentials A and B . In this case the

dual invariant form of Dirac'3 condition e.& - e g = kirn.,, n., integer

is trivially satisfied and the electric and magnetic charges are unrestricted.

The same is true for all cases where n,. = 0 .
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The puvii-se of t'ne ;;_.-i-sent paper is to exa-iiine the iKnorE.U.it.a.bility

of the QEMD of a dyon field. The discussion Mill be limStEf; to hhe one loop

Level but we cannot foresee any problems in extending i t to higher orders.

We wila. t ry to be as explici t as possible In orck-r to i l l u s t r a t e the programme

of reno'xmalization of monopole theories as discussed in abstract terass in

Ref.6. The present discussion by no means substitutes the one given in Ref.6

since the case of a single dyon field is mucih simpler than the general one.

Hevert-Hfiifi!"' > in th i s context a very clear description can be given of the

problems involved in the general case.

We wi l l see that for the specific case at hand, f ini te answers can

be obtained(when the procedure of Ref.6 is followed) only when a given process

i s considered. Even in the exceptional case of one dyon field in which the

n-cancellation occurs in each order of the loop expansion, Zwanziger's theory

is not conventionally renormalizable in the sense that a l l inf in i t ies of the

primitively divergent graphs cannot be absorbed into a redefinition of the

coupling constants and field normalizations in the original Lagrangian.

Only when the graphs contributing to a given process are summed and some

str ing dependent terms cancel between different graphs, a f in i te expression

is obtained. In the part icular case considered the on-shell condition on

Green functions is not s t r i c t l y necessary.

We believe that QEMD of a dyon is a unique example of a theory which

i s not conventionally renormalizable, i s not only on shell f ini te (as

conjectured for some supergravity theories) but can be renormalized at the

Green function level in each order of the loop expansion. In Ref.6 i t has

been argued that the same is true of the general charge monopole theory but

only after a summation of an in f in i te number of graphs corresponding to the
h)

Brandt-Neri-Zwanziger Lorentz invariance restoration and at the level

of the renormalized S matrix (assuming that such an object can be given a

meaning in spite of infra-red divergencies). The present example demonstrates

that the inf in i te graph summation and the on-shell condition are not s t r i c t ly

necessary but only non-minimal requirements due to the complexity of the

problem in i t s generality.
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.1.1. nkFIKITi.UitS OF THE TKiURY

The manifestly local Zwanziger action with matter is

(2.1)

with

and

(2.2)

(2.3)

where A and B are independent vector potentials, n an arbitrary
but fixed U-vector with n = 1 , and i|i a ayon spin •% matter field with
electric charge e, magnetic charge g and mass m. The notation suppresses
Lorentz indices, e.g. the scalar product of two fj-vectors a and t>
is denoted a'b, a A l means a b - a h and for a second rank tensor

u v v u
F the symbol F'F means F Fpw . Also F = ^ £ Fp° is the

UV yv yv 2 pvpu
dual of F

With the notation V^ = A , V̂ T = B and ̂ 2 ~ -C £ 1 = 1 the
n p r ^

propagators of the gauge fields can be written compactly in the Landau gauge

(3-A = 3'B = 0) and in momentum space as

D.

Due to the antisymmetry in its a,b indices the mixed (V~VV) ̂

propagator, for the case of a dyon field (or whenever n = 0 ) does not

contribute between two matter field lines and this accounts for the special

characteristics of the example studied. This means that, with the

exclusion of the processes involving external photon lines, the mixed

propagators, in which the whole n-dependence resides, can be omitted from

the Feynman rules. Omitting them however,instead of being a simplification,

leads to enormous difficulties in renormalizing the theory. Higher order
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corrections induce a coupling between the A and E vector fields. The

infinities of the thus created (A By) propagator cannot be removed in an

obvious way. Tnis means that although for the processes in question the

string is absent the construction of appropriate counter terms is not trivial.

We will return to this point later.

Wavy lines correspond to the A field, broken lines to the B field,

continuous lines to the ayon.

III. VACUUM POLARIZATION

We start our discussion of the renormalization of the QEMD of a dyon

field with the vacuum polarization following the programme set up in Hef.6.

The one-loop Green function of two electric currents represented by

ia of the form n'Xg^K2 - y ^ ) CfK2).

magnetic currents represented by-

The one-loop Green function of two

is of the form itg^K - K,,Kv' D' K '' T h e o n e l o o p G r e e n function of one

electric and one magnetic current represented by

---*

is of the form i(g XT - K K ) F(K^). The crosses in these graphs mean that

the external legs are amputated. The scalar functions C, D and F do not

depend on n and are given hy

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

where
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In (3.1*) A is a regulator mass. In this simple case we can use Pauli-Villars

regulators. The more sophisticated regularization of Bef.5 does not seem

to be necessary.

The full (AA) propagator to one loop denoted D has the following

contribut ion s:

The result is

o c ^ D (3.6)

where T = g - n n . Terms proportional to K have been dropped
uv 6Viv y v v

"because they do not contribute by current conservation to gauge invariant

quantities.

Similarly

' « .

v^ \*'

^ ' ' I

fvrr

e ^j

1 (3.7)

(3.3)

(3.9)

We see that the one loop corrected gauge propagators are string

dependent and not multiplicatively renonnalizable. They contain a piece

proportional to the tree gauge boson propagator plus string dependent pieces

with different infinite coefficients. This makes obvious the fact that the

theory cannot "be perturbatively renonnalizable in the strict sense, i.e.

without the introduction of counter-terms of a different form from the terms
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originally present in the Lagrangian, unless the string dependent terms cancel

exactly in all physical processes. The introduction of new types of counter-

terms is dangerous for the Larentz invariance of the theory and following

the programme of Sef.6 we will not take this approach.

It will be shown below that the string dependent pieces in the

corrected propagators of Eq..{3.6) to Eq..(3.9) will actually cancel in the

computation of Green functions corresponding to different processes. Given

this it is clear that the photon wave function renormalization should he

defined in terms of the string independent common coefficient of the pieces

of the gauge propagators having the same structure as the tree ones.

We define

(3.10)

In terms of

(3.11)

and renornalized charges by

(3.12)

define renormalized gauge boson propagators by

We see that both charges are renormalized in the same way due to vacuum

polarization. Definition (3.11) is equivalent to the following definition

of a renormalized photon field

(3-13)

These definitions amount to revriting the Lagrangian in the form
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We now turn to a discussion of specific processes in order to

demonstrate the cancellation of the extra string dependent pieces in the

corrected gauge propagators whose infinities we were unable to subtract.

First we consider a. process in which, among other things, an external

photon is attached to a dyon line. ' The one-loop graphs contributing to the

process in question, as far as the external photon line is concerned(vertex

corrections are irrelevant for this discussion)are shown In Fig.l in terms

of the corrected bare propagators.

Summing the contributions of graphs a and c we get

How Eqs.(3.2) and (3.3) give

(3.15)

(3.16)

This means that the last two terms in Eq,(3.15) cancel. Similarly, the sum

of graphs b and d is

using the identity

(3.18)



We see, as premised, *J:-& the string dependent pieces vhich liant: not been

taken care of by our renoimalization definitions actually exactly cancel

without need for extra counter-terms and without causing any trouble. How
E<J-(3.15) in terms of the rencrmaliied charges tftKes the form

(3.19)

Similarly Eq.(3.17} takes the

J ^ +̂<* ~

(3.20)

We can now define renormalized Green functions by

(3.21)

which are perfectly finite. This last renormalization corresponds to a

renormalization of the photon wave function that will be attached to the

photon line when the propagators of external photon legs will be amputated

according to the standard reduction formula.

Here we should make two remarks. First we need not renormalize at

ST = 0 and consequently the off-shell Green functions can be made finite.

Second the Green functions in question are not gauge invariant. It is

therefore natural that they are not string independent. Nevertheless,

the renormalized S-matrix is due to the removal of the string dependent

external legs by the LSZ reduction formula.

Now let us examine the validity of these two remarks for the same

process in the more general case in which electric and magnetic chargeB are

not carried by the same particle. The computation of Da and the
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definition of "Z, (in terms of C, D and F but not in terms of their specific

values of tiie present example) hold for this case too at the one loop level

(where no gauge propagators contribute to the electric and magnetic current

Green functions) and to all orders (where by the discussion of Ref.lt, C, D

and F are string independent) as discussed in Ref.6. However the cancellations

of the string dependent dangerous terns, as discussed in the context of the

studied process do not take place. The reason is that in the absence of

dyons F ( K ) = 0 at the one loop level (since the corresponding graphs are

absent) and in fact to all orders (as a consequence of Furry's theorem and

the results of Ref.4, as shown in Ref.6). This means that in this case the

off-shell Green functions cannot be made finite. It is also true that they

are not string independent as expected. At this point the LSZ reduction

formula is needed for two purposes. First, it removes the dangerous string

dependent terms whose infinities have not been absorbed by renormalization,

given that these terms have no pole at KT = 0. Second, it renders the theory

string independent by amputating the external photon legs. The irrelevance

of the terms proportional to T in the full D a propagators to the

wave function renormalization of the gauge fields proves that, even in the

most general case and in the exact theory, the tvo charges are renormalized

in the same way due to vacuum polarization. This was first proved by
ft 1

Schwinger in his first-order Hamiltonian formulation and in Ref.6 in the

context of Zwanziger's Lagrangian formulation.

We now go on to discuss processes in which one photon is exchanged

between two fermion lines. Vertex corrections will be discussed in a later

section. As was explained in Sec.II for processes like this, in which the

photon line has both ends landing on a fermion line, mixed string dependent

propagators do not contribute. Nevertheless, we believe that if we do not

draw the corresponding graphs, the discussion of renormalization becomes

very difficult. This, of course, is true on the condition that we have not

evaluated the necessary counterterms from another process. For example in

our case by simply rescaling quantities in the same way as before, on the

condition that the introduced countertenas are sufficient to remove all

infinities in the theory (to one loop), we should have no problem. Let us

pretend for a moment that we do not know the necessary counterterms. We

omit the mixed propagators and we draw all the graphs that involve only
11 22

D and D . The relevant graphs are shown in Fig.2.
uv yv
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These graphs rather suggest a different vave function renonna.Hzati.on for

A and B but this is still not sufficient given that there is nothing

left to subtract the infinities of the last two graphs. On the other

hand, without omitting the mixed propagators the graphs contributing to

the process in question can be classified using the corrected gauge

propagators in Fig.3

Fig. 3

The calculation of these graphs gives

(3.22)

In terms of renormalized charges this result reads

(3.23)
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We see cnp= nw-e that although we did not take care ol the string dependent

terms proportional to T ( (containing potentially dangerous infinities) we

were able to get a finite answer. We therefore conclude that in discussing

vacuum polarization the mixed propagators should be kept before the

evaluation of the counterterms. This is rather relevant for higher orders.

Also note that the answer is n independent.

The moral drawn from this last exercise is that we should not worry

about the string dependent terras of the corrected gauge propagators provided

we consider the contribution of these propagators to a set of n-independent

graphs (a set whose sum is n independent). We also learn that once we

consider a set of n independent graphs in the bare theory (like the set of

Figs.2 and 3) and we renormalize, rescaling quantities by string independent

constants (e.g. JzT e = e R ) , the renormalized contribution of these graphs

will be also n independent. This is a "reasonade subtraction that does

not introduce an n dependence" in the lanecuage of Ref.5, These two remarks

are at the heart of the abstract renormaliaation scheme of Ref.6.

It is also worth noting that string dependent counter terms, the

ones exhibited in Eq.(3.1^) are employed in order to guarantee that the

completely n independent set of graphs of Fig.2 is subtracted in a way that

maintains its n independence.

We can ask again what happens in the more general case in which the

electric and magnetic charges are carried by different particles. In this

case the blobs of Fig.3 can represent one loop contributions or contributions

to all orders (which are n independent ) as discussed before. In the

absence of dyons the last two sets of graphs in Fig.3 are absent and the

answer comes out to be neither finite nor n independent. The dangerous

string dependent pieces of the corrected gauge boson propagators do not cancel.

This happens simply because we did not consider an n independent set of

graphs. For theories more general than the one of a single dyon field, the

set of graphs of Fig.3 is not n independent. The smallest known set of n

independent graphs in the general case contains an infinite number of

them; for example the Green function of four currents with a given number

of fermion loops and all photon corrections . It has been argued in Ref.6

that once the full gauge boson propagators are considered embedded in a set

of n independent graphs, the string dependent pieces for which no counter-

terms are introduced will cancel without creating any trouble. However, due

to the fact that in the general case the known sets of such n independent

graphs contain an infinite number of them, the assumption was made that the

cancellation of these pieces is exact and no infinite remainder of them is left.
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Thia is the main assumption of the programme of Ref.6. It should also be

noted that although the set of graphs of Fig.l in the general case is not

n independent, and although the cancellation of infinities does not happen,

we still managed to get finite answers by going to the S matrix and noting

that the dangerous terms have no pole at Iv = 0 and therefore could not

survive. This indicates that in computing S matrix elements we have an

extra weapon to "kill" unwanted dangerous terms.

The conclusion of this section is that the counterterms of Eq.. (3.1I+)

are sufficient for the subtraction of all the infinities due to vacuum

polarization effects in the specific case discussed in this paper, hut

analogous counterterms for the general case are only sufficient when an

n independent process is discussed.

IV. FEBMIOK SEW ENERGY AND PROPER VERTEX PABTS

Pla-5

The graphs contributing to the fermion self energy and proper vertex

(up to one loop) are shown In Fig.k and 5, respectively. They form n

independent sets of graphs due to the antisymmetry of the mixed gauge

propagator in its a,b indices (the last two graphs In each of the two sets

cancel each other). Therefore their discussion is analogous to the one of

ordinary QED. Due to the usual Ward identity the charges do not get any

additional renormalization on top of the one they already received from

-13-

vacuum polarization. So in the interior of each graph each vertex

"renormalizes" the adjacent propagators and no counterterms are needed except

for a mass counter term and a renormalization of the external fermion lines

which are taken care of by the definition of a renormaliied Green function

Alternatively, this renarmalization can be viewed as a renormalization of

the spinor wave function that substitutes the external propagators by the

LSZ reduction formula. This wave function renormalization (usually denoted

"Z~) is gauge dependent and string independent in the particular case examined.

It should be noted that in the case of -QEMD of one dyonrfe do not need to

go to the S matrix (as far as the fermion external lines are concerned) in

order to get a finite and string independent answer.

In the general case self energy and proper vertex parts are not

known to be n independent. They are therefore expected to need counterterms

of a different form than the terms existing in the Lagrangisn. The situation

is analogous to the discussion of the corrected gauge boson propagators of

Sec.III. There we saw that string dependent terms were created having

different tensor structure from the tree propagators and Infinite coefficients

whose infinities we were hence unable to absorb into the parameters of the

Lagrangian. When considering an n independent set of graphs, following

the programme of Ref.6, we need not worry about these extra complications

as we saw explicitly in Sec.III. The Ward identity will guarantee that

effectively vertices "renormalize" the adjacent propagators except for

external fermion lines. In the general case there is no reason for ~2_~

to be n independent and nor for it to be sufficient to remove the infinities

of Green functions involving external fermion lines. The extra n dependent

pieces with string dependent singularities (like (n K) in Sec.Ill) will

generally have different coefficients. In this case only after going to

the S matrix and therefore killing the extra terms (as we did in See.Ill for

the process of Fig.l in the general case) we can get finite answers. Green

functions with external fermion lines are not gauge invariant, like the ones

with external photon lines, and therefore not generally n independent. In

Ref.6 it has been argued, using the gauge invariant path dependent source,

that the full renormalized S matrix is n independent. The argument is

analogous to the one given for the gauge Invariance of ordinary gauge

theories. Also the fermion wave function renormalization is predicted to

depend on n like it depends on the gauge in ordinary gauge theories.

Classifying the S matrix among the n independent objects together with our

discussion of the external legs we can conclude that the renormaiized S

matrix is finite and n independent. However the proof of n independence of
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the 3 matrix relies on the LSS reduction and therefore neglects infra-red

problems which might be very serious. The result of Ref.6 therefore

should perhaps be regarded as rather formal.

V. PRESCRIPTION FOR HIGHER ORDERS

1} Draw all graphs contributing to a given process without omitting

any mixed gauge propagators.

2) Treat vacuum polarization insertions according to the method

followed for the process of Fig.3. The blobs of Fig.3 will of course include

higher order graphs but will be n independent due to the antisymmetry of

the mixed gauge propagators in their a,b indices. The cancellations that

occurred for the process of Fig.3 will occur again.

3) Treat external photon lines according to the method followed

for the process of Fig.l. The blots will contain again higher order terms

but no n dependence due to the cancellations between mixed gauge boson

propagators. The cancellation of the dangerous terms will take place again.

String independent answers will be obtained after amputating the external

photon lines according to the LSZ reduction formula.

h) Omit mixed gauge propagators in the graphs not falling in the

cases covered in rules 2 and 3.

5) Define renormalized quantities according to the definitions

adopted in the previous sections.

VI. COHCLUDIHG REMARKS

1) The renormalization procedure of the (JEMD of the one dyon field,

demonstrated explicitly here up to one loop can be obviously continued to

higher orders. The method should be extendable to all cases in which the

dual form of Dirac's condition is trivially satisfied.

2) The Lorenta invariance of the renormalized theory follows from

the fact that n cancellations in the bare theory are not affected once the

rescalings by n independent constants are made. In the more general case

in which we might need an n dependent ~Z- the programme does not violate

this rule given that " Z 2 cancels inside the graphs (it is compensated for

-15-

by the vertices) and in external legs it is needed in order to remove an

existing a dependence. Even if the Dirac condition is satisfied the un-

renormalized Green functions are not n independent. They become so once we

divide by Z-2 (through the LSZ).

3) The dual invariance of the classical theory is preserved by

renormalization due to the fact that the same constant, y/zT , renormalizes

both gauge potentials and its inverse the two charges.

k) Finally, we would like to comment on another complication of

the general case which does not appear in the special case studied, namely

the Dirac quantization condition. For the programme of Ref.6 in the general

case, the Dirac condition is needed for the bare charges given that the

discussion of Brandt, Neri and Zwanziger concerns the bare theory and it is

their results that have been employed In the programme of Ref.6 in the

general case. However as argued by Schwinger the theory should he

consistent at the level of fields as well as the level of particles. The

ordinary quantum mechanics arguments of Dirac apply to the renorraalized

observed charges and are necessary in order that particles have single valued

wave functions. We therefore should impose the condition on both the re-

normalized and bare charges. This presents no problem since bare charges

are expected to be infinite (in which case we can let them go to infinity

in integer steps using a discrete cut off ').
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